IT administrators need a fast, reliable and user friendly way of restoring email. Tina provides protection over and above of internal Microsoft tools (long term retention, missing emails detection, ...). Tina has integrated this module into its central administration interface to work alongside other applications for backup.

Our straightforward restore interface allows administrators to select the mailbox or individual email for recovery. Tina doesn’t mind if the data is on disk, deduplicated storage or tape, the administrator just needs to select the date and time for the restore.

**High Performance**

**Security Compliant**

**Fully Automated Data Protection**

**Fast Recovery**

**Tina for Office 365 module** allows mailbox backup parallelization. This optimizes performance and respects your defined backup windows. You can use high-speed disk subsystems, deduplicated storage or high-speed tape devices as the backup media.

Optional encryption ensures emails are protected at the time of backup. Deploying private and public certificates adds a layer of security to ensure no unauthorized personnel can launch restore operations. Finally, each operation will be audited to ensure the traceability of restore operations.

**Tina for Office 365 module** is easily incorporated into the Web Interface allowing the administrator to schedule and monitor operations alongside other backups.

Backup to deduplication storage to reduce network traffic and shorten the backup window.

Even emails that have been deleted are displayed for quick restore. Finding emails through the inbuilt search engine allows direct access to mail based on sender, subject, cc, and more. Simply synchronize and restore.
Key Features and Benefits

Protect Office 365 Email
- Take back control and backup according to your company policy (down to every 5 minutes)
- Store backups on disk, deduplicated storage and tape

Greater Retention
- One solution for all company data protection needs
- Take control of your critical data by extending its life cycle

Restore Office 365 Mailbox and Email
- Granular restore of mailboxes, folders and individual email
- Search by criteria, sender, cc, subject etc for fast access and rapid restore

Intuitive Restore
- 3-click restore to get emails back to the original or an alternative mailbox
- View mailboxes or emails that have been deleted. These too can be recovered

Security & Compliance
- Encrypt data and meet strict compliance regulations
- Keep data long-term to comply with regulations

Optimized Backup
- Faster backup time by protecting multiple mailboxes of your choice in parallel
- Backup wizard to select multiple mailboxes for fast configuration